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Introduction: With a combination of submm/mm
observations, we are investigating the properties of
disks around low mass M-stars and brown dwarfs in
the Taurus star-forming region. Disk masses, sizes and
multi-wavelength spectral slopes are important properties to assess the viability of planet formation in the
disks and scenarios for grain growth in disks and formation of brown dwarfs. M-stars have a central role in
current, planned, and possible future exoplanet search
and characterization programs and understanding their
environments informs detection experiments. Highlighting the importance of characterizing M-star environments are the large population of M-stars (e.g.
~75% of the field; Henry et al. 2006) and recent discoveries of intriguing systems of low mass planets
orbiting M-stars such as Proxima Centauri (AngladaEscude et al. 2016), LHS 1140 (Dittmann et al. 2017)
and TRAPPIST-1 with seven planets around this M8
star near the brown dwarf limit (Gillon et al. 2017).
Sample and Observations: A sample of 24 Class
II Taurus members with spectral types from M4-M7.75
were observed with ALMA at 885µm (Ward-Duong et
al. 2017) and a subset of these targets were observed at
~3mm with PdBI or ALMA. The 24 targets represent
half of the Class II members in this spectral type range
with Herscheldetections and span the full range of
PACS 70µm fluxes rather than a subset of the brightest
members. This pilot study includes 7 transition disks
and 1 truncated disk, and the non-detections are both
transition disks. The 885µm ALMA maps have a typical 1-sigma sensitivity level of ~0.13mJy/beam and a
beam size of approximately 0.3arcseconds.
Results: All 24 targets are detected in either continuum or CO, with 20 detected in both. In continuum,
22 systems are detected at levels ranging from 1.0 mJy
to 55.6 mJy (Ward-Duong et al. 2017). The two con-

tinuum non-detections are transition disks, though other transition disks in the sample are detected. Converting the ALMA continuum measurements to masses
using standard scaling laws and radiative transfer modeling yields dust mass estimates ranging from ~0.3M⊕
to ∼ 20M⊕ . The dust mass shows a declining trend
with the mass of the central object when combined
with results from submillimeter surveys of more massive Taurus members. The substellar disks appear as
part of a continuous sequence and not a distinct population. Compared to older Upper Sco members with
similar masses across the substellar limit, the Taurus
disks are brighter and more massive. The disks around
the early M-type stars in Taurus typically contain more
mass in small solid particles than the average for heavy
elements in the planetary systems found with Kepler
on short-period orbits around M-dwarf stars (Mulders
et al. 2015). Assuming a gas:dust ratio of 100:1, only a
small number of the low-mass stars and brown dwarfs
have a total disk mass amenable to giant planet formation, consistent with the low frequency of giant
planets orbiting M-dwarfs. Several dust disks are spatially resolved, though more compact than disks
around more massive stars. Compared to the dust
disks, the gas disks are typically larger, with many
spatially resolved and showing Keplerian velocity
maps.
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